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Synth and Teddy Bears!
 

A few days ago my boyfriend bought a new synth on eBay and the seller promised him a good

discount on the condition he went around and collected it in person. So after work today he went over

to collect it. 

 

Upon arrival at the property my boyfriend was greeted by a politely spoken gentlemen in his mid to

late forties, well turned out. The seller insisted that if my boyfriend wanted the discount he come into

the property to test the synth before buying it.  

 

Entering the living room (small sized) the first thing my boyfriend spotted was the large number

(approx 50) of a variety of pink teddy bears. These were stacked in large piles around the perimeter of

the room, he then also noticed there was no other furniture about from a very large Marshall guitar

stack. The seller sheepishly explained that these were his only furnishings. 

 

Not perturbed by the surroundings my boyfriend continued to make polite conversation whilst testing

the synth. It was only after taking a moment to consider what he was leaning on that he realized it

was a gleaning chrome pole dance pole from ceiling to floor in the middle of the room.  

 

The conversation went a little dry at that point and on further inspection of the room it transpired the

only wall not covered with teddy bears was in fact home to 100's pairs of leather boots.  

 

He then quickly handed over the money and fled.

 

In Stretham, United Kingdom
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About Author
 
 

Jana Pettersson
 

Jana is Swedish, likes chorizo, beer and shitty television shows. Given the choice to be killed by

either a shark, tiger or crocodile, she would pick the tiger. She doesn't like spiders or coriander.

 
 
 

Why is the website called bytestories.com?

 

This is a place for "byte-sized" stories and there is a 1500 character (about 250 words) limit for two

main reasons. Firstly, we want you to know that "War and Peace" isn't required to leave your mark.

Secondly, it takes about 2 minutes to read each story meaning you can head here whenever you want

a quick (and entertaining) read.  

 

If you would like to share a story or create your own eBook, simply head to bytestories.com, Register

an account and click on the "Share a Story" button.
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